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In a brief rationale, please provide the following information relative to the book you would like
added to the school’s book collection for classroom use. You may attach additional pages as
needed.
Book Summary and summary citation: (suggested resources include book flap summaries,
review summaries from publisher, book vendors, etc.)
From hardcover edition's book flap: They told him his uncle died in a car accident. But fourteenyear-old Alex knows that's a lie, and the bullet holes in his uncle's windshield confirm his
suspicions. But nothing could prepare him for the news that the uncle he always thought he knew
was really a spy for MI6-Britain's top secret intelligence agency. Recruited to find his uncle's killers
and complete his final mission, Alex suddenly finds himself caught in a deadly game of cat and
mouse.
Provide an instructional rationale for the use of this title, including specific reference to the
OLSD curriculum map(s): (Curriculum maps may be referenced by grade/course and indicator
number or curriculum maps with indicators highlighted may be attached to this form)
RL.7.10: By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and
poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high
end of the range.
*Students will continue to work on fluency and expression.
Include two professional reviews of this title: (a suggested list of resources for identifying
professional reviews is shown below. Reviews may be “cut and pasted” (with citation) into the
form or printed reviews may be attached to the form)
Review #1
From The School Library Journal: Gr 5-9. Alex Rider's world is turned upside down when he
discovers that his uncle and guardian has been murdered. The 14-year-old makes one discovery
after another until he is sucked into his uncle's undercover world. The Special Operations Division
of M16, his uncle's real employer, blackmails the teen into serving England. After two short weeks
of training, Alex is equipped with several special toys like a Game Boy with unique cartridges that
allow it to scan, fax, and emit smoke bombs. Alex's mission is to complete his uncle's last
assignment, to discover the secret that Herod Sayle is hiding behind his generous donation of one of
his supercomputers to every school in the country. When Alex enters Sayle's compound in Port
Tallon, he discovers a strange world of secrets and villains including Mr. Grin, an ex-circus knife
catcher, and Yassen Gregorovich, professional hit man. The novel provides bang after bang as Alex
experiences and survives unbelievably dangerous episodes and eventually crashes through the roof

of the Science Museum to save the day. Alex is a strong, smart hero. If readers consider luck the
ruling factor in his universe, they will love this James Bond-style adventure. With short cliff-hanger
chapters and its breathless pace, it is an excellent choice for reluctant readers. Warning: Suspend
reality.- Lynn Bryant.

Review #2
From Kirkus Reviews: What if James Bond had started spying as a teenager? This thriller pits 14year-old Alex Rider against a mad billionaire industrialist. Non-stop action keeps the intrigue
boiling as Alex tries to stop the remarkably evil Herod Sayles from murdering Britain's
schoolchildren through biological warfare. Alex begins as an innocent boy shocked by the death of
his Uncle Ian in a traffic accident. Suspicious of the official explanation, he investigates and finds
Ian's car riddled with bullet holes. He narrowly escapes being crushed in the car as it's demolished,
then climbs out of a 15-story window to break into Ian's office. He learns that Ian was a spy, and
reluctantly joins Britain's MI6 intelligence agency. After surviving brutal training and armed with
stealthy spy tools, Alex infiltrates Sayles's operation as the teenage tester of the "Stormbreaker," a
new computer Sayles is giving to British schools. Thereafter he survives murderous ATV drivers,
an underwater swim in an abandoned mine, and an encounter with a Portuguese man-o-war jellyfish
before hitching a ride on an already airborne plane. The plot is, of course, preposterous, but young
readers won't care as they zoom through numerous cliffhangers. This is the first book in a series
planned by the author, and may prove useful for reluctant readers looking for excitement. (Fiction
12-14).
What alternate text(s) could also fulfill the instructional requirements?
Title: Ender's Game
Author:
Orson Scott Card
Title: Crash
Author:
Jerry Spinelli
Title:
Author:
Title:
Author:
Title:
Author:
Title:
Author:
Document any potentially controversial content:
Premise of the novel centers around the violent murder of the protagonist's uncle and a plot to
release Smallpox to millions of schoolchildren through computers. Each chapter contains violence,
fighting, use of guns, descriptions of murder, and perilous acts. The word "damn" is used twice.
Keeping in mind the age, academic level, and maturity of the intended reader, what is the
suggested classroom use: (check all that apply)
Gifted/Accelerated
GRADE LEVEL(S):
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Reading level of this title (if applicable): 670L
Date Submitted to Department Chair: 6.1.2015
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Suggested Professional Literary Review Sources:
School Library Journal
Horn Book
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
VOYA (Voice of Youth Advocates)
Library Journal
Book Links
Publisher's Weekly
Booklist
Kirkus Review
Wilson Library Catalog
English Journal (and other resources of the National Council of Teachers of English)
The Reading Teacher (International Reading Association)
Literature for Today’s Young Adults

